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	DotNetNuke is an open source Content Management System and web application framework. It has taken the Microsoft world by storm and now at version 5, its community has grown to over 200,000 users. Revised and updated for DotNetNuke 5, this renowned book is your indispensable guide to creating content-rich websites with DotNetNuke, as quickly as possible.


	With this book in hand, you will be able to get your DotNetNuke website up and running. Concisely written and with clear explanations, this book covers installation, administration, deployment, site creation and all of the basic built-in DotNetNuke modules. For developers, it also covers the core architecture and custom modules, including module development using Linq to SQL and Silverlight, to give you the skills to customize and extend your site.


	The book starts off by giving you a deep understanding of working with basic DotNetNuke sites, guiding you through the features and giving you the confidence to create and manage your site. After that, you will journey to the heart of DotNetNuke, and learn about its core architecture. Always concise, relevant and practical, you will find out what makes DotNetNuke tick, and from there, you will be ready to customize DotNetNuke. Developers will enjoy the detailed walk-through of creating new custom modules. Special emphasis is given to using Linq to SQL and Silverlight to invigorate your module development.


	You will master all of this as you leap into the development of a DotNetNuke 5 site!


	A practical guide that shows you how to build your own DotNetNuke website and develop new modules using Visual Studio 2010 in VB.NET and C#, using the latest technologies.


	What you will learn from this book


	This book will give you the skills to create and manage DotNetNuke websites as quickly as possible. You will:

	
		Install and configure DotNetNuke
	
		Master the standard modules
	
		Understand the core architecture of DotNetNuke
	
		Explore the inner workings of DotNetNuke modules
	
		Use code provided in VB.NET or C# using Visual Studio 2010
	
		Learn module development using Silverlight and Linq to SQL
	
		Learn to create portal templates and set up multiple portals



	Approach


	This book is a practical tutorial with step-by-step instructions and clear, concise explanations. Illustrative screenshots are used for better understanding at every step. You will learn how to set up and administer an example site, stepping through all the tasks to ease your learning. The emphasis is not on becoming a better VB.NET or C# programmer but on taming DotNetNuke.


	Who this book is written for


	This book has been written both for beginners wanting to set up a website and also for ASP.NET developers with a grasp of VB.NET and C# who want a deeper understanding of how to work with DotNetNuke. To work with the DotNetNuke code, you will need access to Visual Web Developer Express or Visual Studio .NET 2010. No prior knowledge of DotNetNuke is assumed.
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Knowledge-Based NeurocomputingMIT Press, 2000
Neurocomputing methods are loosely based on a model of the brain as a network of simple interconnected processing elements corresponding to neurons. These methods derive their power from the collective processing of artificial neurons, the chief advantage being that such systems can learn and adapt to a changing environment. In knowledge-based...
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Windows Phone 7 For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2010

	Windows Phone 7 is a revolutionary cellular operating system that sets
	a new standard for convenience and productivity. It can integrate
	with your personal and work computers more than any other phone
	currently on the market. Plus, it runs a great variety of mobile applications
	and is great with games, music, and video.

...
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Gastrointestinal Endoscopy in the Cancer PatientJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book is a full colour, highly clinical multi-media atlas focusing on the role diagnostic and therapeutic endoscopy plays in the management of patients with cancer. Conveniently split into sections for each part of the GI tract, each section will follow a consistent structure. With 400 high-quality images and in addition, 21...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 High-Performance T-SQL Using Window FunctionsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Window functions, to me, are the most profound feature supported by both standard
	
		SQL and Microsoft SQL Server’s dialect—T-SQL. They allow you to perform
	
		calculations against sets of rows in a flexible, clear, and efficient manner. The design of
	
		window functions is ingenious, overcoming a number of...
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The Elements of Investing: Easy Lessons for Every InvestorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		Seize control of your financial future with rock-solid advice from two of the world’s leading investment experts

	
		Investors today are bombarded with conflicting advice about how to handle the increasingly volatile stock market. From pronouncements of the “death of diversification” to the supposed...
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Cellular Mobile Radio Systems: Designing Systems for Capacity OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	The idea of the hook was born during the time when the second generation cellular system was looming on the horizon. At that time, the world was divided into three dislincl camps as far as looking for a standard: Europe. North America and japan. It was obvious at the outset that Europe was in favour of a Pan-European Second Generation...
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